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The Executive MBA program at Michigan State University is

Neil Schultheiss, the information technology manager, said

an 18-month, team-based program. Each class enters the

the MediaPointe system was chosen because it gives full-

program together, taking courses in the same sequence

screen capture and high image quality. “We built a custom

and sharing the entire academic experience together. The
rigid structure, with four or five team members having to
stay in step with each other, makes it difficult when any
of the students miss a class. So the staff turned to the IT
department for assistance.
Streaming Lectures
“We were asked to develop a method by which we
could Webcast and record class sessions,” said Matthew
C. Jackson, operations supervisor for Michigan State
University’s management education center. “Students who
missed class needed a method by which they could log in
later and watch a recorded class.”
The MSU IT team built two integrated classrooms with a
podium and lectern, and whatever is displayed during the
lecture, be it from the document camera, a computer
image, or a video, is displayed from a projector onto a
large screen. At the same time, the images are fed into
the encoder, which contains the archiving and has the
ability to deliver live Webcasts.
The encoder is the MediaPointe DMR310 digital media

interface through a custom Web page that allows us to

recorder, which provides simultaneous recording and

embed a high-quality Windows video,” said Schultheiss.

streaming up to 30 frames per second. It stores hundreds

“We also included the ability to send in questions

of hours of recordings and can handle up to three sources

electronically.”

at the same time.

Jackson added that the system is also user-friendly. “The
menu structures are straightforward, and you don’t have
to be a heavy IT tech guy to figure it out,” said Jackson.
He said that faculty members don’t need to be trained
either; the professors need only focus on teaching. The
students are the ones benefiting from the end result.
The one limitation he has found is he would prefer
more control over the bit rates, frame sizes, and other
variables. “We don’t have granular control on our side to
produce a stream for low bandwidth, for example.”
Robert Wallner is a student in the MSU executive MBA
program. “I use the video to recap the classes and to go
over notes,” he said. A common use is for students to
go back and review lectures before exams. “It’s a great
technology, and it has been a very useful tool. It really
shines in math and accounting too because you can review
how the professor tackled a particular procedure.”
Wallner said he also watches other students’
presentations, and the information learned from other
students’ research can be used for answering exam
questions.
At this time, MSU uses the system solely for archiving,
but Jackson said this semester, one of the students was
relocated by his employer out of the area. The student
used the system to watch the Webcast live and he was
able to complete the course requirements for graduation.
Streaming Revenue
The system yielded a surprising and unplanned benefit,
too. The room is now a rentable space for corporations
and other organizations that need to deliver Webcasting
to local and remote meeting attendees but don’t want to
invest in the system themselves.
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